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they take account of the need for cleanliness, for deference
to teachers, for thoughtfulness toward old people and
children, and the objectionable habit of lounging on the
desk during lessons. Teachers say the rules are doing
some good, but there has been criticism about their applica-
tion. They have been perfunctorily learnt, but not inwardly-
digested. In one school the rules were dictated during
the Russian lesson and every child was forced to learn
them by heart.1 In the Ukraine the rules were * widely
discussed' in 1944, but in 1945 'interest has not been
sustained and some schools have forgotten the rules al-
together '.2
There are occasional amusing incidents which indicate
that the blustering 4 damme sir' Army officer who spits
and splutters about the effeminacy of British children has
his counterpart in the Soviet Union. In February 1943
Major S. Borzhenko, a Hero of the Soviet Union, visited
School No. 425 in the Stalin rayon in Moscow. He was
disgusted, and he complained that he did not see on the
walls of the school one single picture depicting a military
scene. When he went into the ninth class many of the
pupils failed to stand up. He asked the pupils what they
wanted to be after they left school, and only the children of
soldiers intended to enter military schools. 4 The pupils
spent their break aimlessly. There was lots of snow in
the playground, but nobody played snowballs. The pupils
of the older classes were smoking in secret in the
lavatories.53 It makes reassuring reading. Soviet children
are as human as British children.
Curriculum
The school curriculum is laid down by the Ministry of
Education. It is common to all schools in the State.
There is no choice of subjects: every child follows the
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